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This paper studies afamily of polynomials called key polynomials, introduced by 
Demazure and investigated combinatorially b Lascoux and Sch/itzenberger. We
give two new combinatorial interpretations for these key polynomials and show 
how they provide the connection between two relatively recent combinatorial 
expressions for Schubert polynomials. We also give a flagged Littlewood-Richardson 
rule, an expansion of a flagged skew Schur function as a nonnegative sum of key 
polynomials .  © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study a family of polynomials ~:~ we shall 
call "key polynomials," introduced by Demazure [De]  for Weyl groups 
and investigated by Lascoux and Schfitzenberger (who called them 
standard bases) [LS1, LS2] in the case of the symmetric group. They give 
several combinatorial descriptions of the key polynomials as well as an 
explicit formula for the expansion of Schubert polynomials ~,~ as a positive 
sum of key polynomials. We show that a variant of the recent expression 
of Stanley [BJS, FSJ for the Schubert polynomials yields a key polyno- 
mial, thus obtaining an independent proof of the aforementioned 
expansion. 
The work of [KP]  shows that Schubert polynomials may be viewed as 
characters of certain B-modules, where B is the Borel subgroup of the 
general inear group. We give a similar interpretation for key polynomials, 
using one of the combinatorial descriptions of the key polynomial ~c~ to 
produce a basis for the corresponding B-module. This provides an inde- 
pendent and purely combinatorial proof of the Demazure character [De]  
formula for Weyl groups of type A. 
We also give a flagged Littlewood-Richardson rule for expanding a 
flagged skew Schur function as a nonnegative sum of key polynomials. 
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The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 introduces the definitions 
necessary to state the various combinatorial  descriptions of the key polyno- 
mials, and Sections 2 and 3 prove their equivalence. Section 4 shows that 
the key polynomial is the trace of a diagonal element acting on a 
B-module. Section 5 introduces the flagged Littlewood-Richardson rule. 
Section 6 discusses conditions when key polynomials, Schubert polyno- 
mials, and flagged skew Schur functions coincide. 
2. DEFINITIONS OF THE KEY POLYNOMIAL 
Let P=7- [X l ,X  2 . . . .  ] and let So (the group of permutations of the 
positive integers P which move only finitely many elements) act on P by 
wx~ = x~, for w e Soo. Define the linear operators 0i and re; on P by 
0~ 1 -s~ 
x , -x i+ l  (1) 
7~ i ~ ~ iX i ,  
where si is the transposition (i, i + 1), 1 is the identity on P, and x~ denotes 
multiplication by x~. Since the adjacent transpositions s~ which generate Soo 
satisfy the Coxeter relations 
s2= 1 
s i s j=  sjsi for l i - j [  > 1 
SiS i  + 1Si ~ Si + 1 S iS i  + 1 
it follows that the operators 0i and =i satisfy 
a =o 
O,0j= 0jO, for [ i -- j[  > 1 
~2 ~ TC i 
TCiTCj=7~jTC i for ] i - - j l  > l 
7~iTgi+ 1 ~ i  = TCi+ 17~i7~i+ 1
(2) 
(3) 
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In particular, if f, g ~ P with sif=f, then 
c~if = O, rcif = f 
c3,(fg) =f  c~i(g), ~i( fg)  =f~zi(g). 
(4) 
Given w e So~, a reduced word a for w is a sequence a = a~ a2.. .  ap such that 
w = s,~s,2...s,p with p minimal. Let Red(w) be the set of reduced words for 
w, and let Red be the set 0w~s~ Red(w) of all reduced words. Define 
7~ w ~ 2"~ a ~ 7"(,al T~a2 • . . 7"Cap 
(5) 
for any reduced word a =ala2 . . .a  p for w. 0w and zc w are well defined due 
to (3) and the well-known fact that any two reduced words for w are 
connected by a sequence of the last two Coxeter relations (2). 
A composition 0c=(%, ~2 .... ) is a sequence of nonnegative integers, 
almost all zero. Let S~ act on compositions via the right action 
~w=(TWl, 7w~ .... ). Let 2(0c) be the unique partition (weakly decreasing 
composition) in the orbit c<S~, and let u(e) be the shortest permutation 
such that ~u(0~)= 2(0Q. Define the key polynomial K~ by 
K~ = 7Zu(c~)X 2(c<), 
where x~_x~_  x2~2.., for any composition fl = (fll,fl2 .... ). 
(6) 
EXAMPLE.  
/£1021 ~-- 7~27['1 7~3 x2110 
= 7~2~'1(X 2110 2- X 2101 ) 
~- ~2(X  2110 -[- X 1210 -~- X 2101 ~- X 1201) 
.X "2110 -[- X 1210 .q_ X 1120 _}_ X 2101 _1_ )C 2011 -1- X 1201 _[_ X 1111 _~_ X 1021. 
It follows immediately from (4) that 
{K~s r, if e r>Xr+l  
7"Or Kc < z 
K~, otherwise 
(7) 
and that ~c~ is symmetric in xr and xr + 1 if and only if 0~ r ~< ~r + 1. 
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Remark. Two special cases are worth mentioning: 
(1) If ~ is a partition then 
K s = X c¢. 
(2) If0q ~2~ "'" ~r  and 09+1=~+2 . . . . .  0, then 
KO~ = S . . . . .  1 . . . .  1 (x l '  X2 '  " ' "  Xr) '  
where S;o is the Schur function (see [Ma, (2.16')]). 
The remaining combinatorial definitions of x~ require a (frank) discus- 
sion of keys, "frank words," and Robinson-Schensted-Knuth row and 
column insertion. 
A column strict tableau is a filling of a Ferrers diagram with positive 
integers which is weakly increasing in each row and strictly increasing 
down each column. The column reading word of the column strict tableau 
T is co l (T )= v(l~v (2~... , where v (j) is the column word (strictly decreasing 
word) comprising the j th column of T. Similarly, the row reading word of 
T is row(T) . . . .  u(Z)u (2), where u (i> is the row word (weakly increasing 
word) comprising the ith row of T. A standard tableau is a column strict 
tableau which uses each of the numbers 1, 2 ..... n exactly once, where n is 
the number of cells in T. The content of T is the composition whose ith 
part ]T]i is the number of occurrences of the letter i in T. Define the 
content of a word similarly. The standardization std(T) of a column strict 
tableau T is the standard tableau obtained by simultaneously replacing the 
l's in T from left to right by 1, 2 ..... 71, the 2's by 71 + 1, 71 + 2, ..., Y2 + 72, 
etc., where 7= (72, Y2, . . .)=content(T). The standardization of a word is 
defined similarly. 
The Knuth or plactic equivalence ~ is defined on the set of all words by 
the transitive closure of the relations 
axzyb ~ azxyb for x <. y < z 
ayxzb  ~ ayzxb  for x < y ~< z, 
(8) 
where a and b are words. 
Define row insertion of the word v=vlv2 . . ,  vn into the column strict 
tableau T as follows. Let Pk denote the unique column strict tableau 
such that row(P~)~row(T)v lva . . .vk ,  for O<~k<~n (where Po=T) .  
Then write (T~ v)= (P, Q), where P is the column strict tableau P, and 
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Q is the standard tableau of (skew) shape shape( P)/shape( T) whose 
restriction to the letters [1, k] has shape shape(Pk)/shape(T). A special 
case is when T = ~,  the empty tableau, in which case Q and P have the 
same shape. 
Column insertion of the word v = v 1 v2... v n into the column strict tableau 
T is defined similarly, but the insertion of letters starts from the right end 
of v. More precisely, let Pk be the unique column strict tableau such that 
CoI(Pk)~Vn+I_k'''V~ lvncol(T) for O<~k<~n. Write (v --+ T) = (P, Q) to 
mean that P=Pn and Q is the standard tableau of shape shape(P)/ 
shape(T) whose restriction to the letters [1, k] has shape shape(Pk)/ 
shape(T). 
A key is a column strict tableau in which the set of entries in the 
(j  + 1)th column are contained in the set of entries of the j th  column, for 
all j. There is an obvious bijection between compositions and keys given by 
0~-+ key(0~), where key(0~) is the column strict tableau (of shape )~(~)) whose 
first 0~j columns contain the letter j for all j. The inverse map is given by 
T~-, content(T). 
EXAMPLE. 
1 3 3 
3 4 5 




Let v be a word. Consider the column wordfactorization f v, i.e., writing 
v=v(l~v (2)..., where each v (i) is a maximal column word. Define the 
column form of v to be the following composition: colform(v)= 
Iv (~)1 ]v(z)l..., where Iv[ denotes the length o f  v. Let (~3 ~ v) = (P, Q). 
Say that v is a column-frank word if colform(v) is a rearrangement of
the nonzero parts of 2', where 2 is the shape of P and 2' denotes the 
conjugate shape of ).. One can show that this is true if and only if 
QT= std(key(colform(v))), where Qa- means the transpose of Q. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the column strict tableau 
1 2 2 
2 3 4 
P= 
4 4 7 
5 6 
582a/70/1-8 
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The words 5421 • 642. 7432 and 5- 64- 4 .72 .3  • 41 • 2 .2  are both Knuth 
equivalent to P but only the first is column-frank. Here the column word 
factorizations of the words are indicated by dots. 
Let P be a column strict tableau of shape 2. The left key (resp. right key) 
of P, denoted K_(P)  (resp. K+(P)), is the key of shape 2 whosejth column 
is given by the first (resp. last) column of any column-frank word v such 
that v~P and colform(v) is of the form (,l~, ...) (resp. (..., 2~)). One can 
show that K(P)  and K+(P) are well defined and are keys (see the 
Appendix). 
Lascoux and Schfitzenberger p ove the following combinatorial descrip- 
tion of K~. 
THEOREM 1 [LS1, LS2]. 
K~ ~ 2 XT'  (9)  
T ~ cgST  of shape 2(~) 
K+ (T) ~< key(~) 
where (gST is the set of all column strict tableaux, 
comparison, and x r = X c°ntelat(T)- 
<<. means entrywise 
EXAMPLE. The set of column strict tableaux whose right key is less than 
or equal to key(1021) is 
f !  1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 3~ 
, 2 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 2 , 3 
3 3 4 4 4 4 4 
which agrees with our previous computation of/£1021. 
The next combinatorial description of ~c~ requires the notion of row-frank 
words. Consider the row word factorization of u, i.e., writing u . . . .  u(2~u (1), 
where each u (i~ is a maximal row word. Write rowform(u) for the com- 
position lu(a~l ]u(2~ I . . . .  Suppose that (u - - - ,~)=(P ,  Q), where P has 
shape 2. Say that u is row-frank if rowform(u) is a rearrangement of
the nonzero parts of 2. Again, one can show that this equivalent o 
Q=std(key(rowform(u))). Let ~b=(q~1,~b2,... ) be a weakly increasing 
sequence of positive integers (we call such a sequence a flag). Let ~/¢#(~, b) 
be the set of all words u . . . .  u(Z~u (]) with lu(i~ I ---~ 
(1) (u-~ ~)=(P ,  std(key(~))) for some P. 
(2) no letter of u (° exceeds ~b~ (flag condition). 
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One can show that (1) is equivalent to saying that u is row-frank (see the 
Appendix). Writing ~bo=(1,2,3 .... ) (the standard flag), let ~H/(a)= 
Y,U(0c, ~bo). Lascoux and Sch/itzenberger give the following description of the 
key polynomial. 
THEOREM 2 [ LS 1 ]. 
where xu = Xul x,2 • • • = Xc°ntent(u). 
For the sake of completeness, we will prove this result in Section 3. 
(10) 
EXAMPLE. The set of words u =u (4). U (3)- U (2)" b/(1) in "#/(1021) is 
3 .12. .1  3.22--1 3-23..1 4 .12. .1  
4.13- .1 4.22- .1 4-23-.1 4.33. -1 
Note that this agrees with our previous computation of tClo21. 
The next description of the key polynomial is motivated by a recent 
combinatorial formula for the Schubert polynomial ~ due to Stanley. The 
Schubert polynomial ~w is defined by 
~w = 0~-1~,~ ~' xa°, ( 11 ) 
where W(o')=n(n - 1)... 321 is the longest element of S, and 6~,= (n -1 )  
(n -  2).. .  1. 
Let a=ala2. . .ap be a word. Say that the word i= i l i  2. .ip is 
a-compatible if
(1) l~ i~ i2~ ... <~ip 
(2) ik<ik+l i f ak<ak+l ,  for all l<~k<p 
(3) i k ~< a k for all 1 <~ k <. p (flag condition). 
THEOREM 3 [BJS, FS]. 
~w = ~ Xi, (12)  
a e Red(w) 
i is a-compatible 
where  x i = x i l  x i2  • . • x ip .  
Compare this with the formula of Lascoux and Schfitzenberger, which 
gives the expansion of ~w as a sum of key polynomials, 
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THEOREM 4 [ LS2]. 
~w = 2 /fcontent(K°-(P)) ' (13)  
pscgSTc~ Red(w -I)  
where the column strict tableau P is identified with its word, and K° (P) is 
the Deft nil key of P (defined below). 
How are these formulae related? Consider the Coxeter--Knuth or 
nilplactic equivalence o on reduced words [EG, LS2]. It is the symmetric 
transitive closure of the relations 
ai(i+l)ib o a ( i+ l ) i ( i+ l )b  
axzy b .O azxy b 
ayxz b £ ayzx b, 
(14) 
where x < y < z are letters. Call the £ equivalence classes nilplactic classes. 
It can be shown that each nilplactic class contains a unique word which is 
the column reading word of a column strict tableau P. Thus we were led 
to conjecture the following precursor to the next combinatorial description 
of the key polynomial, 
/£content (K0- (P)) ~ 2 XI ~ 
rev(a) ~ P 
i is a-compatible 
where P ~ ~STc~ Red and rev(a) denotes the reverse of the word a. Note 
that a e Red(w) if and only if rev(a) ~ Red(w-l). 
We now explain what is meant by "nil." All of the constructions of row 
and column insertion, frank words, left and right keys, can be carried out 
using the nilplactic equivalence instead of Knuth (plactic) equivalence. The 
resulting concepts are called nil row and column insertion, frank reduced 
words, left and right nil keys. Write K°_(P) and K°+(P) for the left and right 
nil keys of P, where P is a column strict tableau which is also the reduced 
word of some permutation. 
We will prove the following theorem in Section 4. 
THEOREM 5. (1) ~C~=~]rev(,) ~P,  i i  . . . . . .  patible xl, where P is any column 
strict tableau and reduced word satisfying content (K° (P ) )= ~.
(2) /¢~='~rev(a)~P',ii . . . . . . patibleXi, where P' is any column strict 
tableau satisfying content(K_(P ' ) )= ~.
(3) In particular, tc~ = ~]rev(a) ~ key(~), i J . . . . . .  patible Xi" 
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EXAMPLE. Consider the permutation w=21543. Listed below are the 
reduced words for w, with their corresponding compatible sequences 
tabulated underneath. 
1434 1343 4134 4314 4341 3431 3143 
1223 1233 1123 1112 1122 
1224 1124 1113 1123 
1234 1134 1114 1133 
1334 
3413 
The nilplactic classes of Red(21543) are C~={1434, 1343, 4134}, 
C2={4314, 4341, 3431}, and C3={3143, 3413}. The tableaux corre- 
sponding to these classes are 
1 4 
1 3 4 1 3 
P1 4 , P2 3 , P3 3 4 
4 
The words a ~ C1 are exactly the words satisfying rev(a) ~ P~, and hence 
by Theorem 5, part (1), the compatible sequences below the words of Cl 
give the monomials for tCoont~m(K~e~)~. Since content(K° (P~'))= 1021, this 
agrees with our previous computation of K~021. 
To illustrate Theorem 5, part (3), we have listed below the words a 
satisfying rev(a) ~ key(1021 ) and their compatible sequences. 
1334 1343 3134 




This also agrees with the previous computation of K1021. 
The last combinatorial interpretation of tc~ comes from the work of 
Kohnert [Ko] .  Given a composition e, define the key diagram D(c() to be 
an array of squares having c~ i squares left-justified in row i. A Kohnert move 
on an array of squares picks the rightmost square in any row and moves 
it upward by one square, possibly pushing up other squares above it which 
get in its way (see [Ma, (4.20)] for a more precise description). Let ~ be 
the closure of {D(0~)} under all possible Kohnert moves. 
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__~ yrowcontent(D) where the row content of  THEOREM 6 [Ko] .  tG-~o~w;~ 
an array is the composition whose ith part gives the number of  squares in 
row i. 
Kohnert actually gives a bijection between ~ and {TeCgST:  K+(T)<<. 
key@0}. 
EXAMPLE. Let e = 1021. Then 
[] 
D(~)  = [] [] 
[] 
and by applying Kohnert moves one obtains ~ = 
[5 [] [] [] [] [] 
[] [] [] [] [] 
[] ' [] ' [] [ ] '  
[] 
[] [] [] [] [] ") 
[] [] [] 
[] ' , [] ' [] [] 
[] [] [] [] 
whose row-contents agree with our previous computation of K1021. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Before delving into the proof, we note the following consequence of 
Theorem 2 (which also follows from Theorems l, 5, and 6). 
COROLLARY 7. The key polynomials {~} as o~ runs over all compositions 
form an integral basis for the polynomial ring P= 7/[Xl, x2, ...]. More 
specifically, 
K~= X ~ q- E C~fl Xfl' 
fl <RL  c{ 
where cap are nonnegative integers, and < RL is the reverse lexicographic 
order defined as follows: fl < RL ~ if  there exists a k satisfying fli = ~i for  all 
i > k and flk < ~k. 
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Note. The remainder of this section may be safely skipped by the 
reader, as later sections will not rely on the material it contains. 
Recall the statement of Theorem 2, lc~ = Y.~ ~ ~(~) x,. The proof proceeds 
by induction on l(u(oc)), the length of the shortest permutation which 
rearranges the parts of o~ into weakly decreasing order. Certainly if 
l(u(oO) = 0 then u(e) is the identity permutation and ~ is a pflrtition Z. In 
that case ~(2)  consists of the single word .-. 3¢32 ~21 ~1 (where y~ means the 
word of length r consisting of all y's). Thus both sides of the theorem yield 
the monomial x ~. 
So suppose that l(u(oO)> 0. Then there is an r such that o~r< e,.+ 1. Let 
fl=o%.. Thus l(u(fl))=l(u(o:))-l. By (7) and induction it is enough to 
show that 
v e ~lr(p) u e e~(~) 
(15) 
Our strategy will be to define an equivalence relation L on ~/g/'(/~) and 
~(~) ,  and a bijection 
between the L equivalence classes of ~,Y(fl) and ~(~) ,  such that for every 
L-class cg of ~,U(fl), 
~(~ x~)= ~ x~. (16) 
\ v~ u~¢(~)  
To define this equivalence, we require the notion of r-pairing and the 
associated operations lI~, +~, ]'r on words. Definitions of these concepts and 
their properties may be found in the Appendix on r-pairing. 
For any two words u and v, say that u L v if 1~,. u= gr v. For a general 
composition 7, what do the L-classes of ~g/~(7) look like? First, note that 
they are closed under +r- This follows because $~ preserves the Q tableau 
of a word and merely changes one r + 1 to an r, so that the flag condition 
still holds. It follows that every L-class of ~(7)  contains a word v such 
that II~ (v)= v. So suppose v is such a word, with v . . . .  V(2)V (1), where 
[v(i)[ = 7i for all i. Obviously [vlr ~> Iris+ 1. There are two types of L-classes. 
Consider the r-pairing of v. 
(1) Suppose that there is an unpaired r in v (r). In this case it is clear 
that [v[r > ]vlr+l and that the rightmost unpaired r in v occurs in the sub- 
word v (r) (no r can occur in v (° for i<r  by property (2) of ~/U(V)). Thus 
T~(v) is not in ~V(7). From this it is clear that the L-class of v is a 
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/// t singleton. How does this class behave under ~L? Writing x~ = x x~ 
t/r = v/~+ 1), we have 
where 





where u runs over the L-class of v in the set of all words. 
(2) Otherwise there are no unpaired r's in v (~). In this case, if v has 
t more r's than r + l's, then the L-class of v in ~K(7 ) is 
(LV  ..... (LYe} 
because this is the L-class of v in the set of all words, and each of these 
words v' has v '(~) =v  (~). The sum of the monomials for the words of this 
L-class is clearly symmetric in r and r + 1. Hence, 
ue ~(y)  u e ~-(~) 
r r v u~v u 
Define the map ~b: ~(f i ) / L  ~ ~/~(~)/L as follows. Fix an L-class cd 
and let v be the word in this class satisfying IlrV=V. Let (v~ 25)= 
(P, std(key(fl))). Let u be the word such that (u~ 25)= (P, std(key(~))). 
Define ~b of the class of u in ~##(fl) as the class of v in ~(~) .  To check that 
~b is well defined, recall that by fact (3) in the Appendix on frank words, the 
subword u(~+1)u (r) is obtained from v(~+l)v(~) by forward jeu de taquin. 
Therefore u(r)~_V(~)e [1, r]* and u(rW1)~v(r--1)k_)T)(r)E [1, r]*, where _~ 
means containment as multisets. Thus u e ~tK(0~) and ~b is well defined. Note 
also that lit u = u, which follows from 
Now check that ~b is a bijection. 
Consider an L-class in ~(c~) and 
satisfying llru=u. Write (u ~ 25)=(P,  
Proposition 29 of the Appendix. 
It is clearly injective by definition. 
let u be the word of that class 
std(key(00) ). Define v by (v ~ 25) = 
(P, std(key(fl))). Clearly if v~( f l )  then ~b maps the class of v to the 
class of u. For surjectivity, in view of the two-row jeu de taquin it suffices 
to show that v(r)~ [1, r]*. This will certainly hold if 1) r v=v. But by 
Proposition 29, 
~)rv=v if and only if I t~P=P if and only if I I ru=u, 
and the last assertion is true by assumption. Thus ~b is a bijection. 
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To show that (16) holds, it suffices to show that for all u~(~)  such 
that g,. u = u, the L-class of u in ~(c~) is of the second type mentioned 
above, i.e., that u (~) has no unpaired r's. It follows from Theorem 27, 
part (1) that u(~+l)u (~ row-fits (0~+ ~, a,.+1)/(%+ 1 - a,-); i.e., it is row(T) for 
some column strict tableau T of that shape. Thus every letter of u (~) (in par- 
ticular, any of the r's therein) sits atop a letter of u (~ +~). But u (~ +~) consists 
of letters which do not exceed r + 1. Thus every r in u (~) is directly above 
an r + 1 in T. It follows immediately that all of the r's in u (~) are r-paired, 
and the proof is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
We first show that the right-hand sides of part (1) and part (2) are equal. 
Note that part (3) is a special case of part (2), since key(e) is its own left 
key. It will then suffice to show part (3), which will be established via a 
content-preserving bijection with ~#/~(0~). 
The first observation is that if a is a word, the property of being 
a-compatible depends only on the ascents of a and a certain indexed sub- 
word of a. Define the essential subword of a = a la2. . .ap  with respect o 
the positive integer M, denoted essM(a), as the indexed subword of a 
given by 
(1) If p=0 then essM(a) is the empty word. 
(2) If ap < M then essM(a) = essap(fi) ap, where fi = al a2.. .  ap_ 1. 
(3) If ap >~ M then essM(a) = essM(g). 
Define the essential subword of a to be ess(a)= esso~(a). 
LEMMA 8. Suppose that a=a laz . . .a  p and b=blb2 . . .bp  are words 
having the same ascents and essential subword. Then i is a-compatible i f  and 
only i f  i is b-compatible. 
Proof  It suffices to assume that i is a-compatible and to show that 
ik <<. bk for all k. Suppose this is false. Let l be maximal such that i l > bl. 
Now for all k such that bk appears in ess(b), i~ <<. ak = bk. Certainly bp is in 
ess(b). Thus bl is not in ess(b), and, furthermore, there is a k > l such that 
bk appears in ess(b). Take k to be minimal with this property. Then 
i~ > b~ >~ b k >i i k >~ i~ by the definitions of l and ess(b), the minimality of k, 
and the a-compatibility of i. But this is absurd. | 
Let T I <M denote the subtableau of T consisting of the letters of T which 
are less than M and vl <M the subword of v consisting of the letters of v 
which are less than M. 
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The next observation is that agreement of left keys of tableaux translates 
into the agreement of essential subwords and ascents. 
LEMMA 9. Let M >7 1. Assume that 
(1) P, P', Q are column strict tableaux of the same shape 2, with Q 
standard and P a reduced word. 
(2) K° (P ) I<~'=K_(P ' ) I  <~'. 
(3) (rev(a) 2+ ~)  = (P, Q) and (rev(a') --+ ~)  = (P', Q). 
Then essM(a) = essa4(a'), and a and a' have the same ascents. 
Proof Suppose that [2[ =p.  The fact that a and a' have the same 
ascents is immediate: 
k is an ascent of a ~-p  - k is a descent of rev(a) ~p - k is a descent of Q 
¢ -p  - k is a descent of rev(a') ~ k is an ascent ofa'.  
The proof of ess~(a) = ess:u(a') proceeds by induction on p. The case p = 1 
is trivial. For the induction step, it suffices to prove the following. 
StmLEMMa 10. Let s be a corner cell in the shape 2 (say in column j). 
Assume that 
(1) P ~ ~ST ~ Red and P' ~ qgST have the same shape 2. 
(2) x, x' are letters and t ~, ~' satisfy (x 2+/~)=(p ,_ )  
(x'--, P') = (P', - ) .  
(3) x, x ' )m andK°_(P)[<m=K_(P') I<'L 
Then 
KO_(p)l <m = K_(P,) l  <m. 
and 
We first show why the sublemma suffices. Let s be the cell of Q 
containing p. Let x=ap,  ~=ala2. . .ap_~,  and (rev(fi) 2+ ~3) =p,  so that 
(x &/~) = P. By Fact 4 from the Appendix on frank words, x is the occu- 
pant of cell s in K °_ (P). Using similar notation with primes added, x' is the 
occupant of cell s in K (P'). There are now two cases to consider: 
Case 1. x~M.  In this case x '~M as well, since K°_(P)I <M= 
K(P ' ) J  <M. Applying the sublemma with re=M,  then K°_(/~)I<M= 
K_(/~')l <~. By induction, essM(h)= essM(fl'). But by the definition of ess, 
ess~(a) = essm(~) = essv(~')  = essv(a') ,  
since ap = x ~> M and @ = x' >~ M. 
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Case 2. x<M.  Thus x '=x<M.  Applying the sublemma with 
m = x yields K° (/3)L <~= K_(P ' )  L <~. By induction, ess~(~)= ess~(~'). But 
then 
ess~(a) = ess~(fi) x = ess~(fi') x = ess~(a'), 
! since ap = x < M and ap = x' = x < M. 
It remains to prove the sublemma. Let k ¢j .  It suffices to show that 
the j th  coltunns of K° (P)I <m and K_(P')I <m agree and that their kth 
columns also agree. Let v (resp. v') be a column-frank word which is 
nilplactically (resp. plactically) equivalent to P (resp. P') and has column- 
form (2),)@ ...). By Fact 4 from the Appendix on frank words, v (resp. 
v') has first letter x (resp. x'). Writing v = x~ (resp. v '= x'~'), one has that 
(resp. 6') is a column-frank word which is nilplactically (resp. placti- 
cally) equivalent o P (resp. P') and has column form (,~)-1, 2;, ...), 
which is a rearrangement of the column lengths of 2 -{s} .  Therefore it 
suffices to prove the sublemma in the case that 2 has two columns. The 
proof of the two-column case is straightforward but tedious and left to 
the reader. | 
It follows immediately that the right-hand sides of part (1) and part (2) 
agree when the left nil key of P and the left key of P' agree: 
E xl= E E 
rev(a) ~ P Q a standard tableaux i is a-compatible 
i is a-compatible of shape 2 (rev(a) • ~)= (P, Q) 
)C i 
= E E 
Q a standard tableaux i is a'-compatible 
of shape 2 (rev(a') ~ ~)= (P', Q) 
X i  
rev(a') ~ P 
i is a'-eompatible 
where the middle equality follows from Lemma9 with M= 0% and 
Lemma 8. 
Now it suffices to show part (3) of the theorem, namely, 
x~ 
/£c~ ~ 2.. Xi" 
rev(a) ~ key(c~) 
i is a-compatible 
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This will follow from a suitable restriction of the next bijection. For  any 
weakly increasing flag ~b and reduced word a, say a word i is (a, O)-com- 
patible if 
(1) 1<~i,<~... <~i~ 
(2) ie<i~+l  i f ae<a~+l  for l<~k<p 
(3) i~<~b~ for 1 <~k<~p. 
Note that in our previous notation, i is a-compatible if and only if i is 
(a, ~bo)-compatible, where ~b o denotes the standard flag (1, 2, 3, ...). 
TV~OREM 1 1. Let sJ  be the set of  all pairs o f  words (a, i) such that i is 
(a, qi)-compatible and let ~ be the set o f  all words u . . . .  u(Z)u (1) such that 
each subword u (i) is a row word (weakly increasing word) and u (~) ~ [ 1, Oi] * 
for all i; i.e., no letter o f  u (i) exceeds 0~. Then there is a bijection ~o: ~ ~ .~, 
q~(a, i) = u, such that 
(1) content(i) = content(u). 
(2) content(a) = Lu(1) I [u(2~[. ... 
(3) rev( inv(rev(std(rev(a)))))=std(u),  
where rev means the reverse of  a word, inv means the inverse o f  a permuta- 
tion, and std means the usual standardization of  a word. 
Proof  Let (a, i )~ sJ. Let A (j~ be the increasing word consisting of the 
positions k such that a~=j.  Let u(J~=il~:~, where the right-hand side 
denotes the restriction of the word i to the subword whose letters are in the 
positions specified by A (j). Now let 
~o(a, i) = u . . . .  u(2~u ~1~. 
Clearly u (j~ is increasing and contains no letter larger than ~bj, since i is 
(a, ~b)-compatible. Therefore ~o is well defined. Define the inverse map 
t): N --* ~¢ as follows. Given u . . . .  u(2~u (1) in ~ (of length p, say), let b (j) 
be the word of the same length as u (j) consisting entirely of j 's, and let 
b . . . .  b(2~b (~. Let a be the shortest permutation (acting on positions in u) 
such that uo- is weakly increasing, and let 
~b(u) = (ba, ua) = (a, i). 
By definition i is weakly increasing and ik = b~(k) <~ io(k~ = ak. If ak < ak + 
then i k < ix+l. The reason is that otherwise ik = ik+l ,  which implies that 
ak>~ ak+1 (since b is weakly decreasing and a was chosen to be shortest). 
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Therefore ~ is well defined. The fact that ~ o ~o = 1~/follows immediately, 
since i, = i,+~ . . . . .  is implies that a~ ~> a,+~ ~> ... ~> a,. Likewise 
q~ o ~ = 1 ~, since b,. = b~ + ~ . . . .  b~ implies that u,. ~ u~ + 1 "~ " ' "  "~ Us" 
Thus ¢o is a bijection. 
cp clearly satisfies properties 1) and (2) by construction, so it only 
remains to check property (3). By a straightforward (although tedious) 
chase through the definitions, one can check that in fact the following two 
equalities hold: 
rev(inv(rev(std(rev(a)))))  . . . .  A{Z)A(I) = std(u). 
So property (3) holds. | 
COROLLARY 12. The above bijection restricts to a bijection between 
{(a, i): i is (a, q~)-compatible, (rev(a) ~ jZ~) = (key(e), Q) for some Q} and 
~(~, ~). 
Proof Everything follows immediately from the previous theorem 
except for the property that 
( rev(a )~25)  = (key(e) , - )  
if and only if 
(u~25)  = ( - , s td (key(e) ) ) .  
However, 
(rev(a) -~ Z)  = (key(e), Q) 
<:~ (std(rev(a)) --, ~;~) = (std(key(e)), Q) 
<=~ (rev(inv(rev(std(rev(a)))))  --+ ~)  = (Q, std(key(~))) 
(18) 
~=> (std(u) ~ 25) = (Q, std(key(e))) 
which follows from properties of column insertion and property (3) of the 
bijection q~. | 
Finally we have 
E E 2 xi= 2 xl. 
u E ~/S~(~) u ~ "/t/(~, 40) rev(a)  ~ key(s )  rev(a)  ~ key(c~) 
i is (a, q~0)-compatible i is a -compat ib le  
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The first equality is (10). The second and fourth are definitions. The third 
follows immediately from the corollary. Part (3) of Theorem 5 follows. 
5. KEY POLYNOMIALS AS TRACES ON KEY MODULES 
It is well known that Schur functions are the characters of the irreducible 
polynomial representations of GLn, in the sense that Sx(Xl ..... x,) is the 
trace of the action of the diagonal matrix x having diagonal entries 
xl, x2 .... on the irreducible module corresponding to the shape 2. We will 
construct a module X, for the group B of upper triangular matrices having 
the property that x acts with trace tG(xl,x 2, ...) on ~#,. In fact, this 
construction is parallel to the construction in [De]  (although the authors 
were originally unaware of this fact). 
A diagram D is a finite subset of P x P. It is convenient to think of P x P 
as indexing the entries of an infinite matrix, so that row indices increase 
going downward and column indices increase from left to right. Then a 
diagram D is a finite set of squares at the positions of the matrix indexed 
by D. 
A tableau of shape D is an assignment T: D ~ P of positive integers to 
the squares of D. Let ~ be a field of characteristic zero, and define YD to 
be the UZ-vector space having basis elements corresponding to all tableaux 
of shape D. We will abuse notation and identify a tableau T with its 
corresponding basis element. 
Let R(D) be the row group acting on positions in D, i.e,, the group of all 
permutations of the squares of D which keep squares in the same row, and 
we define the column group C(D) similarly. These groups have a right 
action on YD, defined by permuting positions within a tableau. For any 
tableau T of shape D define 
er=- ~, sgn(fi) To:fl, 
o: ~ R(D)  
B+C(D)  
where sgn(fl) denotes the sign of the permutation ft. 
EXAMVLE. Pictured below is the diagram D consisting of squares (1, 1), 
(3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 1), and a tableaux T of shape D: 
[] 3 
Cq [] 1 3 
[] 2 
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Then e r is the following sum of tableaux of shape D, 
3 3 1 1 2 2 
_ _ + + - 
1 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 
2 1 2 3 1 
1 3 
3 
3 3 3 3 2 2 
+ -- _ + + -- 
3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 3 
2 3 2 3 3 3 
of which only the first six terms remain after cancellations. 
Let GLo~(~:) denote the direct limit of the system 
GL~(F-) ~ GL2(~F ) ~ .-.. 
There is a left action of GL~(F) on YD defined as follows: Fix an order 
al ,  o'2, ... of the squares of D and identify the tableau T with the tensor 
er(o,) ®eT(o~)® -.. ,  where ei is the ith standard basis vector. Let GL~(F) 
act on each ei in the usual fashion, and then extend this action multilinearly 
to T and all of JD. Note that this left action of GL~(~:) commutes with the 
right action of R(D) and C(D). 
For an arbitrary diagram D, define the generalized Schur module 5e D to 
be the subspace of 3D spanned by the set { e r} as T runs over all tableaux 
of shape D. Define the generalized flagged Schur module G D to be the sub- 
space of 3-- D spanned by the set { er} as T runs over all tableaux of shape 
D whose entries in row i do not exceed i. It is easy to see that 5°D is a left 
GL~(~)-module, and that ~z~ is a left B-module, where B is the subgroup 
of upper triangular matrices in GL~(F), i.e., those matrices g for which 
g(ei) is in the span of ~1 ..... e~ for all i. 
Remark. Two special cases of diagrams D are worth mentioning: 
(1) It is well known (see, e.g., [ Ja]) ,  that when D is the shape of a 
Ferrers diagram 2, the set {eT}, where T runs over all column-strict 
tableau of shape 2, is a basis for 5e~. Since x acts on T as multiplication by 
xr,  and hence x acts on er  the same way, one concludes that the trace of 
action of the diagonal matrix x on .~ is the Schur function 
$2 ~ 2 XT" 
T~WST of shape ,~, 
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(2) For a permutation w, the inversion diagram I(w) is defined by 
I(w)= {(i,j) : w,> wj}. 
When D = I(w), Kraskiewicz and Pragacz [KP]  have shown that x acts on 
~ with a trace equal to the Schubert polynomial ~ .  
We define the key module ~ for a composition ~ to be the B-module 
~D(~, where D(0 0 is the diagram consisting of all squares (i,j) with 
1 ~<j~<0~. In other words, D(e) has 0~ squares left-justified in row i. The 
main theorem of this section is the following. 
TI-~OI~M 13. Given u . . . .  U(2)H (I) & ~tU(0~), let T(u) be the tableau of 
shape D(o:) obtained by placing u (j~ in row j. Then the set {er(,)}u~,~(~) is a 
basis for the key module .X#~. 
From this we immediately deduce the following. 
COROLLARY 14. The key polynomial x~ is the trace of x acting on the 
key module ~.  
For the purpose of proving Theorem 13, we introduce a slightly more 
general B-module. Given 0~ a composition and ¢ any weakly increasing 
sequence of positive integers, let the key module ~,  ¢ be the subspace of 
~(~ spanned by the set {er}, where T runs over all tableaux of shape 
D(~) whose entries in row i do not exceed ~b~. In particular, we have 
X~, ~0 = ~((~, where ~b o is the standard flag (1, 2, 3, ...). Recall that ~(e ,  ~b) is 
the set of all words u . . . .  u(2~u ('~ with [u(~[ = ~ such that 
(1) (u~ ~)= (P, std(key(a))) for some P. 
(2) u (~ [1,~b~] *, i.e., u (~) is a word in the alphabet 1, 2, ..., q~, (flag 
condition). 
THEOREM 15. {er(u)} ,~-(~,~ span ~,~ as an ~:-vector space. 
Proof Given any T whose entries in row i do not exceed ~bi, the word 
u . . . .  u(Z~u (1) which satisfies T= T(u) has property (2) of the definition of 
~/U(~, ~b), so we may assume that it does not have property (1). Since 
eT= 2 sgn(fl)( ~ Tc~) fl, 
fl ~ C(D)  ~ e R(D)  
one may also assume that each u (° is weakly increasing. As these weakly 
increasing words are column inserted to form (u ~ ~)= (P, Q), each u (~) 
must create a horizontal strip of squares from left to right in Q. Therefore, 
Q must have a shape/~ which strictly dominates 2= 2(o 0, or else all of 
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these horizontal strips would be left justified and then Q would be 
std(key(~)). Therefore one can find a k such that 
i l l - I -  "'" -[-¢tk>)~l + " "  +2k"  
By a theorem of Greene [Gr] ,  u must contain k disjoint weakly increasing 
subsequences v (~), ..., v (k) such that 
[V l I+  . . . -} - ]Vk]=f l l -  t- . . .  +¢tk>)~l+ . . . - t -2k .  
Let Ai be the set of squares in the diagram D(e) occupied by the sub- 
sequence v (f) for i = l, 2 ..... k. We require the following generalization of the 
usual straightening lemma [Ja, Theorem 7.2]. 
LEMMA 16. Let D be a diagram, and for A~_D define S(A) to be the 
group of permutations of the squares in A, R(A)=S(A)~R(D) ,  and 
S(A)/R(A) any system of coset representatives. Let A1 ..... Ak be subsets of 
D with the property that for any ~z in S(D), there exists some i andj such 
that Ai has at least two squares in column j. Then in the group algebra of 
S( D ) we have 
E 
c( ~ R(  D)  
f l~C(D)  
Y ~ Hki - I S (A i ) /R (A i )  
sgn(fi) 7~fl=O. 
Proof of Lemma. Choose any labelling T of the diagram D having 
distinct entries 1, 2, ..., so that we can rephrase the lemma as asserting 
that 
Esgn(p) T~=O, 
where (~, fl, y) runs over all triples as above. We can also make a standard- 
ized choice for the coset representatives 7 by requiring that 7 always leaves 
T increasing within the rows of each set Ai (this choice makes no difference 
in the above sum, because of the summation over all ~ in R(D)). 
We finish the proof by describing an involution qs: (c~, fl, 7) ~ (c(, fl', y') 
on the set of such triples, having the property that TT7fi = TT'~'fl' and 
sgn(fl') = -sgn(fl).  To define ~0, let i be the smallest index such that Ai77 
has at least two squares in some column j, let j be the smallest column 
index with this property, and let a, b be the squares in column j of AWc~ 
which hold the smallest and next-to-smallest entries of TT~. Define fl' to be 
t,bfl, where tab is the transposition swapping squares a, b. It is not hard to 
check that y', 0( are now uniquely defined by the condition TT~ = TT'~'tab. 
582a/70/1-9 
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We then have 
TT' ~' fl' = TTo~t ~b tab fl = T~o~fl 
sgn(fl') = sgn( t,b fl) = -- sgn(fl) 
and it is easy to see that ~ is an involution. | 
Continuing the proof of Theorem 15, we apply this lemma with 
D=D(0¢), and A~,...,Ak as before. Note that these Ai do satisfy the 
hypotheses of the lemma because 
[A~[+-. .  +[Ak[>2~+. . .  +2k. 
We conclude that 
~, eT(,)7 = O. 
Now recall that the subsequences v (~ occupying the positions A~ in the 
tableau T(u) are all in weakly increasing order. Therefore, if T(u)7 ~ T(u) 
for some 7, then one can rearrange the rows of T(u) 7 to make them weakly 
increasing and hence equal to T(u'), where u' is another word that satisfies 
conditions (2) of the definition of ~/U(0¢, ~b). However, u' is lexicographically 
larger than u (reading both from the left), and so we may assume by 
induction that er(~, ) is in the span of {er( , )},~(, ,4) .  For the base of 
the induction, note that the previous argument shows that if u is the 
lexieographically argest word among words of the same content, then u will 
either be in ~t~(,, ~b), or it will satisfy er(~ = 0. | 
Specializing Theorem 15 to the case of the standard flag ~b o, we conclude 
that the key module fig, is spanned by the elements {eT(~,~}  ~¢(,). We now 
prove the following. 
THEOm~M 17. {er(,)} ,~F(,) are linearly independent over ~:. 
Proof Let 0% be the last non-zero part of ,. Proceed by reverse 
induction on the length of u(0¢). 
The base case is when "1 <~ c% ~< ... ~<,~. Given a word u ~ ~(0¢), we 
form a tableau TR(u) of shape D(0¢) by putting Rev(u (i)) in row i of the 
diagram. It is clear that the tableau Tn(u) will have weakly decreasing rows, 
since each u (i) is weakly increasing. However, we claim that TR(u ) will also 
be strictly increasing down each column, because of Fact 2 in the Appendix 
on frank words. It is also easy to check that any such column-strict tableau 
of shape D(0¢) gives rise to a word u ~ ~(c¢), by letting u (i) be the reverse 
of row i. Note also that er(u~ = eTR(,) since the two tableaux differ only by 
rearranging within rows. Hence the linear independence of {er(u)} u~ ~-(,) 
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follows in this case from the well-known [ Ja]  linear independence of 
{er} r~sr  as basis elements for the Schur module of shape )~(~). 
Now assume by induction that {erw~}~(~ have been shown to be 
linearly independent and, hence, a basis for ~ by Theorem 15, whenever 
fl is a rearrangement of c~ which has u(fi) longer than u(~). Let r satisfy 
~> ~+~> 0, so that ~ strictly dominates ~s~. 
LEMMA 18. ~#/(CtS~) = ~/U(O~S,., 0), S~ = 2U~,, ~,, where 0 = Oo + e,.. 
P roo f  o f  Lemma.  To show that ~(0%)  = ~/~(c%, O), note that the only 
difference in the definitions of these two sets is that the words 
u . . . .  u(2)u (1~ in ~'(as~) must have u (~) containing no letters greater than 
r, while in ~U(~s,., 0) they must have u (') containing no letters greater than 
r + 1. However, since u('% ('+ ~1 row-fits the skew shape (o% ~,)/(0c,.- cq.+~) 
(Fact 2 from the Appendix on frank words) and the entries in u (~+ ~) do not 
exceed r + 1, the entries in u (~) actually cannot exceed r. 
From Theorem 15, we have that ~2~ is the ~:-span of {er~,~} ~,~o,,~s~ and 
also that X~s~, o is the ~Z-span of {er(~,~}  ~/~-(~, ,/o" But we just showed that 
~(~s~) = ~(~s,.,  0), so in fact, X~. = ~.  ~. | 
Continuing the proof of Theorem 17, we note that ~,  ~, ~ .~, q,, by the 
map which sends er  to er,, where T' is the tableau obtained by exchanging 
rows r and r + 1 of T. Therefore, 
dim e S=, ¢ = dim e Y~,, ,/, = dim F ~,, .  = # ~(c%)  = # ~#:(~s,., 0) 
where the second and last equalities follow from the lemma, and the 
third equality follows by induction. We know from Theorem 16 that 
{ er(,~} ,,~ ~,q~, ~,) span ~,  v," Therefore if we could show that 
then we would conclude from the previous equation that they form a basis 
and, hence, {er(u~} u~-uq~) are linearly independent, since they are a subset 
of this basis. 
Therefore it only remains to exhibit a bijection 2: ~(0~, @) ~ ~/~(0~s,, 0). 
Given u . . . .  u(2~u (1) in ~/U(c~, 0), let ~(u)=v . . . .  V(2)V (1), where v (i} is 
defined as follows. If i ¢ r ,  r + 1 then v(°= u% Define v ('°, v ('+ ~ to be the 
first and second rows of the tableau obtained by the following procedure: 
Place u ('), u (~+ ~ in the 2-row shape shown on the left below and perform 
forward jeu de taquin slides into the shape shown on the right below: 
r [] [] [] [] [] [] r [] ~ [] 
r+ l  [] [] [] r+ l  [] [] [] ~ ~ [] 
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The facts that 
(1) u(~+a~u (  row-fits the left shape, 
(2) v (~+l~v(~) row-fits the right shape, and 
(3) (u ~ ~5) = ( - ,  std(key(00) if and 
std(key(c%)) 
all follow from Facts 2 and 3 of the Appendix on frank words. 
Theorem 13 now follows from Theorems 15 and 17. 
only if (v ~ G~) = ( - ,  
6. THE FLAGGED LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULE 
In this section we give a "flagged" version of the Littlewood-Richardson 
rule. Recall that the usual Littlewood Richardson rule tells how to expand 
a skew Schur function S~o/~ as a positive sum of Schur functions Sv. Our 
theorem will explain how to expand a flagged skew Schur function as a 
positive sum of key polynomials ~G. 
The flagged skew Schurfunction S~/~(X~) may be defined for any weakly 
increasing flag ~b = (~b~, ~b2 .... ) by 
T 
where T runs over all tableaux of shape 2//~ which are weakly increasing in 
rows and strictly decreasing in columns and have all entries in row i not 
exceeding G. Alternatively one may define 
S~/~(X~) = det(h~_~j_ ~.+j(X~)) 1 ~ j~<,, 
where hk(Xm) is the complete homogenous symmetric function in the 
variable set Xl, ..., Xm. The equivalence of these two definitions follows by 
a standard argument in the Gessel-Viennot theory of lattice paths [GV].  
Remark. It is not hard to show using the usual Young-Garnir 
straightening [ Ja],  that S~/~(X+) is the trace of the diagonal matrix x on 
the generalized flagged Schur module ~D, where D is the diagram obtained 
by placing the ith row of 2//z in row q~i of the infinite matrix P x P. 
First recall some definitions used in one version [Wh, RW] of the usual 
Littlewood-Richardson rule. The reverse labelling RL(2//~) is the tableau 
obtained by labelling the cells of 2//~ with 1, 2 .... from right to left within 
each row, starting with the top row and proceeding downwards. Say a 
standard tableau Q of shape v with Iv] = 12//t[ is 2//~-compatible if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
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(1) if i + 1, i appear adjacent in a row in RL(2/#), then i + 1 appears 
weakly north and strictly west of i in Q. 
(2) if i appears directly above j in a column of RL(2/#), then j 
appears weakly east and strictly south of i in Q. 
THEOREM 19 (Littlewood-Richardson rule) [Wh, RW]. 
S ),/At = E Sshape( Q) " 
Q is 2/#-compatib le 
A statement of the flagged version of this theorem requires the notion of 
an inverse to the standard labelling of column-strict ableaux. Given a 
standard tableau Q and a composition oc with I~l = ]shape(Q)], define 
std-l(Q, 7) to be the unique column-strict tableau T with content ~ such 
that the standard labelling s td(T)= Q, if such a T exists. It is easy to see 
that such a T will exist exactly for Q which satisfy the following property: 
if i+  1 is in a row below i in Q, then i=c~1+c~2+ .-. +Tk for some k. 
THEOREM 20 (Flagged Littlewood-Richardson rule). 
Sx/,(X4) = ~ tc(~(Q), 4~, (19) 
Q is 2/,u-compatible 
where p is the composition defined by p i=2 i -# i ,  the composition fi(Q) is' 
the content of K_(std-l(Q, p)), and 
K(fl(Q), O) -~ E Xu" 
Remark. It will be shown in the next result that for any composition fl
and (weakly increasing) flag ~b, either x(~,4 ) =0 or there exists another 
composition ~ = ~(fl, ~b) with 2(~) = 2(fi) such that ~c(p, 4) = K(~, 40) = x~. 
Hence the flagged Littlewood-Richardson rule actually expands a flagged 
skew Schur function as a nonnegative sum of key polynomials ~G. 
Using Theorem 5, part (2), one can rewrite Proof of Theorem 20. 
K(fl(Q), O) as  
X i • 
Rev(a)  ~ s td - I (Q ,  ,o) 
i is (a, 4)-compatible 
Hence it remains to show that 
E E E 
T ~ q6....?ST Q is 2//z-compatible Rev( a ) ~ s td -  1 ( Q,/9 ) 
with entries in row i i is (a, ~,b)-compatible 
not  exceeding 4i 
X i • 
582a/70/1-10 
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This will follow from a bijection. Given T as on the left-hand side, let 
row(T) be the word obtained by reading the rows of T from left to right 
and bottom to top. Column insert row(T) to obtain (row(T)--- ,25)= 
(P, Q). By Theorem 27 in the Appendix, Q must be )@-compatible. There- 
fore one need only exhibit a bijection f for each fixed Q between the sets 
sO'Q, x/~, ~ = {(a, i): Rev(a)~ std- l (Q,  p) and i is (a, ~b)-compatible} 
and 
~Q, ~//~, ~ = { T ~ cgST of shape 2//~ with entries in row i not exceeding ~bi, 
and (row(T) ~ 25) = ( - ,  Q)} 
such that content( i)= content(T) when f (a,  i )=  T. 
Define the map f :  dQ, x/~, ~-~ NQ, ~/~, every similar to the one in the proof 
of Theorem 11 as follows. Given (a, i), let A (j) be the set of locations k in 
a, where a k =j ,  and let i (i) be the weakly increasing subsequence of i con- 
tained in the positions A (j~. Then define f (a,  i) to be the tableau T of shape 
,~/p whose j th  row is i (j). 
One must verify that T is a column-strict tableau. By construction, its 
rows i (i~ are weakly increasing. To show that it is strictly increasing down 
columns, suppose that the rth and ( r+ 1)th rows of 2//~ have exactly Yr 
columns in common. It suffices to show that the entries Xl, ..., x~ which 
occupy the first Yr squares of row r are strictly less than the corresponding 
entries Yl .... , Y~r which occupy the last Yr squares of row r + 1. Note that 
Xx, ..., xy r lie in the same positions as the first yr occurrrences of the letter 
r in a, while Yl .... , yy~ lie in the same positions as the last y~ occurrences of 
the letter r + 1 in a. Say that an occurrence of two letters i, j in a word a 
form an (i, j )-pair if when we turn all the occurrences of i into left 
parentheses "(" and all the occurrences o f j  into right parentheses ")", the 
occurrences of i, j in question form a pair of left and right parentheses 
which close each other. If one could show that the first ?~ occurrences of 
r form (r, r + 1)-pairs with the last 7~ occurrences of r + 1 in a, then one 
would conclude that x~ < Yi for i = 1, ..., y~, since there would be an ascent 
of a between the r corresponding to xi and the r + 1 corresponding to y~. 
This is equivalent o showing that a has at least y~ (r, r+  1)-pairs, or that 
Rev(a) has at least ~ (r + 1, r)-pairs. From Lemma 28 in the Appendix, we 
know that the plactic equivalence preserves the number of (r, r + 1)-pairs. 
Therefore, it only remains to show that std-~(O,e)  has at least ?~r 
( r+ 1, r)-pairs. This last condition is known [Sh] to be equivalent o O 
being )o//~-compatible, so column-strictness of T follows. 
The fact that (row(T) ---, 25) = ( --, Q) if and only if Rev(a) ~ std- l (O,  e) 
follows from exactly the same argument used in Theorem 11, since the 
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construction of row(T)  from (a, i) is exactly the same as the one used to 
construct u . . . .  u(2~u (~ from (a, i) in that lemma. Therefore f :  sdQ, ;o/p, ~- ,  
NQ, ;/~, ~ is a well-defined map which clearly sends the content of i to the 
content of T. 
Now we define the inverse g: NQ, ;j,, ~ ~ .J~?, x/~, ~ very similarly to the 
inverse mapping defined in the proof  of Theorem 11. Given T, let 7r be the 
unique permutat ion rearranging positions in the word row(T)  so as to 
make row(T)  weakly increasing and so that, when two entries of T are 
equal, the one from the lower row comes first. Let b be the word .-- b(2~b (1) 
in which b (j~ consists of a string of )v-/~j copies of the letter j and define 
g(T) = 0z(b), ~( row(T) ) )= (a, i). The argument for why g is well defined 
and why f, g are inverses to each other are essentially the same as in the 
proof  of Theorem 11. | 
The next result shows that the terms ~c(~(Q~,  appearing in the previous 
theorem are all either zero or key polynomials. 
THEOREM 21. For any weakly increasing flag 0 and composition fl, 
either x(~, ~ = 0 or ~(~, ~ = ~c, for some composition c~ = c~(fl, ¢) with 2(cQ = 
2(~). 
Proof First assume that ¢ has distinct entries. Then we have 
W(fl, ¢)= W(oQ, where 
i0 % = 4j if i = Cj for some jotherwise. 
As a consequence we have 
Now assume that ¢ does not have distinct entries, so that ~bi= ~bi+ 1 for 
some smallest i. We will show that ~c(/~, = K(~. ~,} for some ¢' with ~ ¢~ < 
Cj, and then apply induction on this sum. There are two cases to 
consider. 
If fl~<~fii+l then Appendix Fact 2 implies that in any u~ W(fi, ¢), the 
words u ~, u ~+1 form the rows of a column-strict ableau of skew shape 
(fli+1,/3~+l)/(fl,+i-fli). Therefore, the fact that u i+1 has no letters 
exceeding ¢i+ 1(=¢~) implies that u g actually has no letters exceeding ¢~-  1. 
Thus W(fl, ¢) = W(/], ¢') and X(~,~=K(p,~,~, where ~b' is obtained from ¢ 
by subtracting one from ¢i. Note that if any entry of ¢' becomes zero, then 
W(fl, ¢') will be empty and so K(p,~ must be zero. 
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If fli >f l i+l ,  then Appendix Fact 3, implies that W(fl, 4)) has a content- 
preserving bijection with W(fl', (o) using two-row jeu de taquin (see [Sa, 
Section 3.9]) on u ~, u i+1, where/?' is obtained from fl by swapping fl~, fli+l. 
This puts us back in the previous case, so we are done. | 
Remark. It is easy to see which of the terms tc(p(Q~,+~ in the flagged 
Littlewood-Richardson expansion will vanish and which will be key poly- 
nomials. Clearly the term will survive if and only if NQ, ~/~. ~ is nonempty. 
This condition easily implies (by the definition of column-insertion) that Q 
is (o-constrained in the following sense: for each i, if i appears in the kth row 
of RL()~/~), then i must appear in row (oh or higher of Q. Conversely, if Q 
is (o-constrained, one can exhibit an element T of NQ,~/~.~ by letting 
(row(T) ~ ~)=(P ,  Q), where P is the column strict tableau having all 
entries in row i equal to i. Thus the terms which survive are exactly the 







=(3, 3, 2, 1)/(2, 1) 
and (O = (1, 2, 2, 3). The column strict tableaux of shape 2/¢z and flag (O are 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 ' 1 2 ' 2 2 ' 
3 3 
and, therefore, 
S(3, 3, 2,1)/(2,1)(~/-(1, 2 2, 3)) 3 3 2 2 3 ~-- X lX  2 "]- X~X X 3 -~ X 1X2X 3 • 
To apply the flagged Littlewood-Richardson rule, we first enumerate all 
the (3, 3, 2, 1)/(2, 1)-compatible standard Young tableaux Q, { 13} 
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 2 5 
1 3 5 2 4 , 2 6 2 , 2 5,  4 ' 
2 4 6' 6 4 ' 4 4 6 
6 6 
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and compute their inverse standardizations with respect to the content 
p= (1, 2, 2, 1), 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 
2 3 2 2 3 
3 4'  2 3 , 2 4 ' 3 ' ' 3 ' 
4 3 4 3 4 4 
Computing their left keys, we obtain a list of fi(Q)'s, 
{3300,2301,1320,1311,2220,1221}. 
Applying the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 21, we get 
K3300, (1, 2, 2, 3) z K33 
K2301, (1, 2, 2, 3) ~/¢23i  
and 
K1320, (1, 2, 2, 3) ~/£1311, (1, 2, 2, 3) ~ K2220, (1, 2, 2, 3) ~/£1221, (1, 2, 2, 3) ~ 0, 
as expected, since only the first two Q's are (l, 2, 2, 3)-constrained. 
Therefore Theorem 20 asserts that 
S(3, 3, 2, 1)/(2, l)()['(1, 2, 2, 3)) ~- /£33 -~ h2231 
=9£(3,3) _~ 7El X(3, 2, l) 
3 3 - -X  3 2 2 3 
: Xl  X2 -I- IX2X3"4-X1X2X 3 
in agreement with the above answer. 
7. COINCIDENCES AMONG K~, $2/~()('4) , AND ~,~, 
The three classes of polynomials mentioned in the title of this section all 
contain Schur functions as special cases. It is then a natural question to ask 
when these polynomials coincide. This section collects some known results 
in answer to this question, along with some new ones. 
Warning. For the remainder of this section, we will assume that all 
flagged skew Schur functions S¢~/~(X+) have flags ~b satisfying the extra con- 
dition that ~b i ~> i for all i. These conditions ensure that all ;t/p-compatible 
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tableaux Q will be ~b-constrained, and, hence, the flagged Littlewood- 
Richardson expansion (Theorem 21) 
parallels the usual Littlewood-Richardson expansion (Theorem 20), 
- -v  ~v  
in the sense that 
k/u_ ~ c;4~ (20) 
Cv - -  c~ • 
,~(~)~v 
Without this extra condition, (20) may not hold. For example, 
$221/1(X(2,2,2)) = /¢'22, whereas $221/1 = $22 + $211. 
The conditions when ~ = tc~ and ~ = sx(X+) involve the concept of a 
vexillary permutation, which we now define. Given a permutation w, let 
I(w) = {(i,j) : wi> wj} 
be its inversion diagram, thought of as a subset of P x P. Say w is vexillary 
if the rows of I(w) are ordered linearly by inclusion. Also define the code 
c(w) = (cl(w), c2(w ).... ) by ci(w ) = # { j> i: wi> wj}. Since a permutation 
is completely determined by its code, one can determine which code c(w) 
correspond to vexillary permutations w. The explicit numerical charac- 
terization of such codes is given in [Ma, (1.32)]. 
Tm~OREM 22 [ LS4]. A Schubert polynomial ~w is a key polynomial t% 
for some composition e~ if and only if w is vexillary and o~ is" its code e(w). 
Proof Expanding ~,~ as a sum of key polynomials via Theorem 4 and 
using the fact (Corollary 7) that the key polynomials are linearly inde- 
pendent, we see that ~,, = Ks for some ~ exactly when there is a unique 
Pc  CSTc~Red(w-1). In other words, Red(w -1) consists of a single nil- 
plactic equivalence class. The same is true for Red(w), since the nilplactic 
relations are invariant under reversing reduced words. But it is well known 
[EG] that Red(w) consists of a single nilplactic class if and only if w is 
vexillary, so the first assertion follows. 
Furthermore, the leading term of ~ in ~<RL is X c(~'~ (this follows, for 
example, from Monk's formula [Ma, (4.16)], while the leading term of t% 
is x ~ (Corollary 7), so the second assertion follows. | 
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THEOREM 23. A flagged skew Schur function Sa/~(X~) is' a key polyno- 
mial t% for some a if and only if 2/¢t is a translate of a Ferrers shape. In 
this case, ~ is the content of T~/~, ~, where T;:/~,. ~ is the entrywise maximum 
of all column-strict ableaux having shape 2/# and entries in row i not 
exceeding 0~. 
Proof Expand S~/~(X+) as a positive sum of key polynomials using 
Theorem 21. Since the key polynomials are linearly independent 
(Corollary 7), we have that S;.//~(Xe) = x~ if and only if this expansion only 
has a single term. This means that 2/# only has a single compatible tableau 
Q, and hence that 2//~ is a translate of a Ferrets shape. Comparing the 
leading terms in ~<Rr gives the second assertion. | 
THEOm~M 24 [Wa, Ma (4.9)]. A Schubert polynomial ~w is a flagged 
Schur function Ss(X+) for some 2 and 0 if and only if w is vexillary. In this 
case, we have ®w = S~(Xe), where 2 = 2(c(w)) and ¢5 is the weakly increasing 
rearrangement of the numbers 
d~ = rain{j: j > i and wj < w~} - 1, 
Proof [Wa] showed the "if" direction of this theorem. Conversely, if 
®w = S2(X+), then the previous theorem implies that ~w is a key polyno- 
mial, so by the Theorem 22 of this section, w is vexillary. | 
Given a composition ~, let ~b(~) = (~b I, ~b 2.... ), where ~b i is the rightmost 
entry in the lowest row of key(c0 having size o% 
THEOREM 25. A key polynomial x~ is a flagged skew Schur function 
S~/,(X~) for some 2//a and q) if and only if Key(a) -- T~(~), ~(~). 
Proof If Key(c~)=T~(~),~(~), then Theorem24 implies that T%= 
s2(~)(X~(~)). Conversely, suppose K~ = S~/~(X~) for some 2//~ and ~b. By the 
previous theorem, 2//z must be a translate of a Ferrers shape, and, hence, 
one may assume that/~ is empty and 2 = 2(o0. Comparing leading terms in 
~Rc, we have that content(Tx(~), 4)= ~. But since 0~ is a rearrangement of 
2(c~), there is a unique column-strict tableaux of shape 2(~) and content ~, 
namely Key(00. Therefore Tx(~),4 = Key(a), so that after replacing ~b by 
tb(~) one still has 
s~(~) (x~) )  = s~) (x~)  = ~.  I 
It only remains then to characterize when a Schubert polynomial is a 
flagged skew Schur function and vice versa. Although we know of no 
complete characterization, we do have the following sufficient condition 
conjectured in [BJS]. 
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THEOREM 26. A Schubert polynomial ~w is a flagged skew Schur func- 
tion S~/a(X,) for some ~ if one can obtain the shape 2/I~ from the inversion 
diagram l(w) by a sequence of moves of the following two types: 
Type I. Any permutation of columns; 
Type II. Exchanging two adjacent rows if the bottom row contains the 
top row. 
Proof Assume that one can obtain )o/p from I(w) by a sequence of 
these moves. We will first show that this can be done by a very specific 
sequence of such moves, 
Since column and row permutations commute, one may assume that ,~/# 
is obtained from I(w) by first applying a column permutation fl, followed 
by a sequence of moves of Type II. Let Ri denote the row of I(w) fl which 
ends up eventually in the ith row of )~//2. We claim that one can move R1 
up to the first row, one row at a time by Type II exchanges, then move R 2 
up to the second row, etc. The reason for this claim is that any row lying 
above R 1 in I(w)fl must eventually be swapped with R1, so it must be 
contained in R~. Similarly any row lying above R 2 in I(w)fl (except R1) 
must eventually be swapped with R2, so it must be contained in R2, etc. 
We make two further observations about this process: 
(1) Any row that Ri passes on its way up must consist of a con- 
tiguous sequence of cells (since it looks like a row of a skew shape). 
Furthermore, it must have its leftmost cell in the same column as R;'s 
leftmost cell (since this row will eventually lie below Ri in the skew shape 
)o//z, and it is contained in Ri). 
(2) Ri passes these other rows in weakly decreasing order under 
inclusion. If this were not true, then Ri must pass some row R' and then 
another row R" with R"~ R'. By the previous observation, one has 
R' c R". If we let a < b < c be the rows of I(w) corresponding to R", R', R~ 
respectively, then R' ~ R" implies w~ > Wb and, hence, (a, b) is a cell in row 
a of I(w), but (c,b) is not a cell in row c of I(w) (as cgb) .  This 
contradicts R" ~ R~. 
Now, given any finite diagram D ~ P x P and a sequence ~b = (~bl, ~b 2.... ) 
of nonnegative integers, let ~D, + be the generalized flagged Schur module 
(see Section 4) given by the span of {er} as T ranges over all fillings of D 
with entries in row i not exceeding ~b~. We note the following facts about 
(1) For any permutation fl of the columns, the module 5eD. ~ and 
~D~, ~ are trivially isomorphic. 
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(2) For any permutation ~of the rows, if we also apply ~ to the flag 
~b, then the modules "YD, + and 5~D~. ¢~ are trivially isomorphic. 
(3) If ~b ~< ~b' entrywise, then there is a natural inclusion @, ~ ~ 5~D, ¢,. 
Our strategy is as follows. Begin with D=I(w) and ~b equal to the 
sequence of nonempty row indices of I(w) in increasing order. The main 
result of [KP]  then states that T race(x [ Jo ,¢ )=~w,  where x is the 
diagonal matrix with diagonal entries xl, x2 ..... Now alter D by the 
sequence of moves prescribed in the second paragraph of this proof, and 
alter ~b in such a way (to be described below) that there are isomorphisms 
of B-modules along the way, until at the end D = 2/#. It will be clear 
during the process that ~b remains weakly increasing and ~b i ~> i, so that the 
usual straightening arguments [ Ja]  show that Trace(x [So, ~) = S~4~,(X¢). 
Proceeding with this strategy, first perform the necessary column per- 
mutation fi on D(=I(w)).  The first fact above implies that one can replace 
D by Dfi. From now on, the fundamental step is as follows. Let R be the 
row of D which is moving upwards and let R' be the row directly above 
R, with q~R, q~W their respective entries in ¢. Let a be the row permutation 
of D which places R' just below all the other rows R (1~, ..., R/k~ which R has 
already passed on its way upwards, By fact (2) above, Y~,¢ = YD~,¢~- Let 
~b' be obtained from ~b0~ by changing ~b R to ~bR,. It is easy to see inductively 
that ~b R < ~b w and, hence, from fact (3) above that there is a natural inclu- 
sion t:  dCPD~,¢c~gPDet, d/. But in fact, 1 can be seen to be a surjection. The 
reason is that by applying the usual Schur module straightening [Ja, 
Theorem 7.2] to the subshape ). = R vo R~ u ... vo Rk vo R', one sees that 
5°D=, ¢, is contained in the span of {er} as T ranges over fillings of D, with 
entries in row i not exceeding ~b; and which are weakly decreasing in rows 
and strictly decreasing in columns when restricted to 2. Such column-strict 
fillings will have all their entries in R' not exceeding q5 R - / c -  1, which one 
can see is less than ~bR,, since the k rows R~ .... , Re lie between R and R' 
in I(w)ft. So these {ev} which span 5PD~. ~, are in the image under 1 of the 
{er} which span 5PD~. ¢=, and 1 is an isomorphism. One concludes that 
~,  ~ = ~,  ~ = ~,  ~,, 
so one may replace D by D0~ and continue the process. | 
APPENDIX ON ~/,u-COMPATIBILIT1ES 
Consider the various total orders on the cells of P x P: (i, j) ~< (i', j ' )  if 
(1) (row order) i>i' or (i=i' and j~ j ' )  
(2) (reverse row order) i<i' or (i=i' and j> j ' )  
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(3) (column order) j< j '  or ( j= j '  and i>~i') 
(4) (reverse column order ) j> j '  or ( j= j '  and i~<i'). 
Suppose that 2/p has n cells. Let (2/¢t, < ) be one of the above total 
orders restricted to the cells of 2//t. Let S be the tableau of shape 2//_t which 
gives an order isomorphism between (2/p, < ) and [ 1, n]. 
Say that the (possibly skew) standard tableau Q is 2/p, < compatible if
any pair of letters x <y  appearing in adjacent cells of S satisfy the 
following: 
(1) If x and y are in the same row of S then y is strictly east and 
weakly north of x in Q. 
(2) If x and y are in the same column of S then y is strictly south 
and weakly west of x in Q. 
The following theorem is used in the proof of Theorem 21 and in the 
appendix on frank words. 
TrmOl~M 27 [HG, T, Wh]. Let u be a word, T, 
tableaux, (T+-- u) = (P, Q), and (u -+ T') = (P', Q'). Then 
(1) The following are equivalent: 
u row-fits 2/# 
Q is 2/p row compatible 
Q' is )o/It reverse row compatible. 
(2) The following are equivalent: 
u column-fits 2/p 
Q is 2/p column compatible 
Q' is 2lit reverse column compatible. 
T' column strict 
APPENDIX ON r-PAIRING 
All of the material in this appendix is based on [ LS3 ]. 
Let u be a word. The r-pairing of u is a set of indexed pairs (called 
r-pairs) (ui, uj) such that i< j ,  u i=r+ 1, and uj=r. View each r (resp. 
r + 1 ) as a left (resp. right) parenthesis, ignoring the other letters of u. The 
r-pairs of u are precisely the matched parentheses. Note that the subword 
of unpaired r's and (r + 1)'s of u must be of the form rS(r + 1)'. 
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 2l and follows 
immediately from the definition of Knuth equivalence. 
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LEMMA 28. I f  U ~ V then u and v have the same number of r-pairs, for 
all r. 
Consider the following operations on u, all of which change only 
unpaired r's to (r + 1)'s or unpaired (r + 1)'s to r's. 
(1) 1) r u, which is obtained from u by changing all of the unpaired 
(r + 1)'s to r's. 
(2) I}r u, obtained by changing all of the unpaired r's to (r + 1)'s. 
(3) +r u, obtained by changing the leftmost unpaired r+ 1 to an r. 
This is defined if there is an unpaired r + 1. 
(4) 1"r u, obtained by changing the rightmost unpaired r to an r + 1, 
defined if there is an unpaired r. 
(5) s~u, obtained by replacing the word rS(r + 1)~ of unpaired r's and 
(r + 1)'s in u (in the corresponding positions) by rt(r+ 1)'. 
All of these operations have the following properties, which is used in the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 29. Let f be any of the above operations, and let u be a 
word on which f is defined: 
(1) f (u)  has the same r-pairing as u. 
(2) Suppose (u--+ (25) = (P, Q) (resp. (Y2~ ~ u) = (P, Q). Then 
( f (u)  ~ (25) = ( f (P) ,  Q) (resp. (~j ~ f (u) )  = ( f (P) ,  Q)). 
(3) u row-fits (resp. column fits) the skew shape )o/tz if  and only if f (u)  
row-fits (resp. column-fits) 2/#. 
APPENDIX ON FRANK WORDS 
All of the material in this appendix is based on [LS1 ]. 
Facts. (1) Let P be column-strict ableau of shape 2, and fl any 
rearrangement of the parts of 2'. Then there is a unique column-frank 
word v ~ P having column-form fi, namely the word v which satisfies 
(~v)=(P ,  std(key(fl)ff). The same word v also satisfies (v--, ~)= 
(P, std(key(rev(fl)))'r). Similarly, if 0~ is any rearrangement of the parts 
of 2, there is a unique row-frank word v ~ P having row-form ~, namely the 
word v which satisfies (v --, ~)  = (P, std(key(e))). This word v also satisfies 
(0  ~ v) = (P, std(key(rev(fl)))). 
(2) Let v = v(l~v(2).., be the column word factorization of a column- 
frank word v with colform(v)= (ill, fi2, ..., fit). By Theorem 27, if fl,. ~>flr+ 1
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(resp. flr~flr+l) then the subword v(')v (~+1) column-fits the shape 
(flr, fi,.+l)' (resp. (fl~+l, ,Sr+l)'/(flr--flr+l)')" Similarly, suppose that u 
is a row-frank word having row word factorization u . . . .  u(2)u (1~ 
and rowform(u)=0c Then u(r+l)u (r~ row-fits the shape (0~r, 0Cr+l) (resp. 
(0~r+l, 0~r+l)/(0Cr--0C~+l) ) if 0Cr>~C%+ 1 (resp. ~<0~,.+1 ). 
(3) Suppose that u = u(~u (2~... u (~) and v-- v(l~v (a~... v (~ are the 
column word factorizations of Knuth equivalent column-frank words with 
colform(u) = fl = (ill, fi2 ..... ill) and colform(v) = ¢/s~, with fir > fir+ 1" Then 
u (~--- v (*) for all i¢  r, r + 1. Furthermore, in light of Fact (2), u(~u °+ 1) and 
v(r~v ~'+1~ are the words of column strict tableaux of shape (fl~, fl~+l)' and 
( f i ,  f l r) ' /( f l~-f l~+l) '  respectively, and (since they are Knuth equivalent 
subwords) can be obtained from each other by jeu de taquin within the 
two column rectangle (fir, fi,.)" Suppose that u=u(t~u(t -1) . . .u  (1~ and 
v = v(~)v ~-1) . . .  v ~1) are the row word factorizations of Knuth equivalent 
row-frank words with rowform(u)= 0~= (0q, ~2, ..., 0~t) and rowform(v)= 
~s~, with 0~ > 0~r+ 1. Then u (~) = v °) for all i ~ r, r + 1. Furthermore, in light 
of Fact (2), u °'+ 1)u(r) and v (~+ l~v(~) are the words of column strict tableaux 
of shape (0~, ~r+ 1) and (%, 0tr)/(~ r -0c~+ 1), respectively, and (since they are 
Knuth equivalent subwords) can be obtained from each other by jeu de 
taquin within the two row rectangle (0%, ~)' .  
(4) Suppose that P is a column strict tableau of shape 2 and s is a 
corner cell of )o, say in column j. Perform the reverse column insertion on 
P at s to obtain the letter x and the column strict tableau /5 of shape 
)~-{s}. Let v be any column-frank word which is Knuth equivalent o P 
having colform(v)= (2~ .... ). Let v = v~l~v ~2~... be the column factorization 
of v. Then x is the first letter of v. Furthermore, writing v = x~ and 
v(1)= xw, ~ is a column-frank word equivalent to/5 and has column word 
factorization ~ = wv(2~v (3~... This follows from considering the Q tableau 
of ~ ~ ~ with the column insertion version of the first remark. 
(5) K(P)  and K+(P)  are well defined and are keys. That K(P)  is 
well defined follows from Fact (1). To see that K_(P)  is a key, consider a 
column-frank word v which is Knuth equivalent to P such that 
colform(v)=(2",2'~+l,. . .) ,  and then use Facts(2) and (3). Similar 
arguments how that K+(P)  is well defined and a key. 
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